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Richard Novack

From: Richard Novack 
Sent: Thursday, August 9, 2018 11:49 PM
To: Sigurdson, Jeff (CFB)
Cc:
Subject: Campaign Advertising Violation - Today
Attachments: 2E7B9C29-CEEC-47B0-9EFE-C973274F2B0C_2018-08-09.JPG; Scan_20180809 (3)_
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Importance: High

Jeff Sigurdson 
Executive Director 
Campaign Finance & Public Disclosure Board 
190 Centennial Office Building 
658 Cedar Street 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155-1603 
 
Good Evening, Mr. Sigurdson,  
 
Attached:  

 page 16  
Sun Current Newspapers, Edina – mailed edition 
Publish and received dates are both Thursday August 9, 2018 
Close-up of page 16 advertisement FOR (Rep.) Dario Anselmo District 49A 

There are Four issues:  
 There is no legally required disclaimer 

On the face, it appears that Representative Anselmo is advertising for himself, 
perhaps a misrepresentation 

 On information and belief the ad had to have been ordered  
and purchased by pre-primary report deadline 

 The\is appears to be and unidentified a PAC or Independent Expenditure 
o A clearly “For” influence ad 

 The person who called me with this suggested there is a similar ad in another 
Sun Current community paper. Not unexpected because the organization I  
suspect is regularly uses the same/similar advertising layout for multiple candidates. 

Complaint 
This appears to be an ad by Rep. Anselmo, and could be. However, The only identification in the ad is 
Learn More at StateofGreatMN.org which takes you to a website promoting how great MN is and listing 
legislators. One cannot tell if that website itself is from a PAC, PC, IE or 504.c3 as there also is no 
disclaimer. The website is owned by the Minnesota Business Partnership, which you are aware, from 
countless filings, is one arm of the very entangled operations run by Mr. Charlie Weaver in the IDS Tower 
Suite 4150. There is not enough information to track down which of the many entities actually owns the 
website and/or is sponsoring this ad – or if it actually is Anselmo’s own. I have looked at the various and 
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many 2018 and 2017 Reports filed by all of  Mr. Weaver’s operations and cannot discern this ad source. 
Because of the size and sophistication of the Weaver operations, one cannot excuse due to lack of 
knowledge.  Moreover, in my personal experience Sun Current has always called attention to and 
questioned any errors in political ads. They likely would have here too. 
 
The same personal experience and knowledge of Sun Current Newspapers, ECM Publishers Inc. policies, 
plus information and belief, this ad should have to have been ordered and reservation paid by at least July 
23, 2018. 
 
Rep Anselmo does not have a Primary. However, if this stock ad, with minor changes, was run in other 
publications and districts which have a primary it could be significant in affecting results. However I do 
not personally receive any other district newspapers. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
 
 
Richard V. Novack 
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